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The European banking market is changing . As in our last years 
study “European banks under pressure” the economic environment 
continued to be challenging for banks in 2019 . Under the 
leadership of Mario Draghi, 2019 saw the ECB lower the deposit 
rate to a new record low of -0 .5 percent and the resumption of its 
quantitative easing program, which it had suspended in December 
2018 . The reasoning for the moves was complicated, and in the 
summer, Draghi was already talking about a “lingering softness” in 
the eurozone . 

While industrials are mainly impacted by the China-USA trade 
war and the uncertainty from Brexit, the banking sector is facing 
several other challenges, including a fundamental structural 
change .

In recent years, the competitive pressure in the financial sector  
has risen sharply . Once characterized by barriers to market entry,  
“Fintechs,” “Bigtechs,” and digital banks are now forcing their way 
into the market with new products and highly scaled processes . 
In addition to increasing the pressure on traditional banks to 
innovate, these new players are also bringing a higher degree of 
transparency to the sector . They offer new solutions for payment 
transactions such as Apple and Google Pay, full stack financial 
mobile banking infrastructures with a customer focus and new 
product designs, and blockchain-based cryptocurrencies with 
which they are trying to extend their network effects to the 
financial sector . 

However, the regulatory requirements imposed by the European 
supervisory authorities also continue to burden the banks’ cost 
side . After the investments already made for the implementation 
of BCBS 239, AnaCredit, MiFID II and PSD II with BIRD and Basel 
IV, the next set of requirements is just around the corner .

This year’s study shows once again that all European banks 
are suffering from the same difficult economic and regulatory 
environment, but the situation seems particularly precarious for 
German banks .

Given the deteriorating prospects for the German and European 
economies, the structural weaknesses in the banking sector as 
well as regulatory challenges, the air is becoming thinner for the 
institutions .

For this reason, this year’s study outlines not only a review 
of developments in recent years but also an outlook on the 
challenges of tomorrow .  

1 The data are based on the aggregate values of the ECB (aggregated balance sheet of euro area MFIs) and the Norwegian and Swiss central banks .

Methodology

The study analyzed 124 European banks . The sample comprises 
about 70 percent of the aggregate balance sheet totals of 
the European banking sector reported by the ECB and non-EU 
central banks1 and is divided into the following size classes and 
regions:

Tiers Total assets

Tier 1 > € 150 B

Tier 2 between € 30 B and €150 B

Tier 3 < € 30 B

Region # of banks

Austria and Switzerland (AT & CH) 9

Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxembourg (Benelux) 12

Eastern Europe, Greece, Malta und Cyprus  
(EE & Others)

11

Spain and Portugal (ES & PT) 14

France 9

Germany 19

Italy 14

Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark (Nordics) 17

United Kingdom and Ireland (UK & IE) 19

It was based on the internal analysis of the financial statements 
for the period 2013-2018 . Currency translations of non-euro 
financial statements were performed at the respective closing 
rates as of 31 .12 .2018 .
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In the wake of the financial crisis, banks adjusted their balance 
sheets between 2009 and 2013 . The aggregated balance sheet 
total of European banks fell by 5 percent in this period primarily 
because of new regulatory requirements (in particular, Basel III) . 
Conversely, however, meeting these requirements often led to a 
reduction in earnings opportunities for the banking sector .

 

The past six years (2013-2018) have been marked by sustained 
regulatory waves and the market entry of new competitors, 
leaving the banks little room for sustainably realigning their 
business models and optimizing their processes . Today, established 
banks often lack a clear picture of the future, or at least a clear 
roadmap plan of what a roadmap looks like . 

2 Cf . Eurostat – GDP and main components .

European banks are running out of breath –  
no growth despite recently favourable economics

Figure 1: Balance sheet totals 2018 in billions of euro                    Figure 2: Change in balance sheet total since 2013

Europe 32,667 Europe

UK & IE 6,622 UK & IE-9.0%

EE & Others 421 EE & Others-14.3%

Nordics 2,662 Nordics8.8%

Italy 2,709 Italy7.9%

0.8%

France 7,413 France10.1%

ES & PT 3,443 ES & PT16.2%

Benelux 2,759 Benelux-7.5%

Germany 4,300 Germany-7.5%

AT & CH 2,350 AT & CH-1.3%

ll

Economic strength in Europe has grown by 17 percent2 since 2013 
(2) . At the same time, the aggregated balance sheet total of the 
European banking market rose only marginally by 0 .8 percent in 
the period . The low growth of the banking market measured in 
terms of total assets is primarily attributable to the withdrawal 
of German and British banks from the trading and securities 
business and the reduction of corresponding portfolios . There were 
significant decreases in the balance sheet total in Germany and 
the Benelux countries (7 .5 percent each) and in the UK & Ireland 
(9 percent) . As the balance sheet totals in Germany and the 
Benelux countries declined, however, the lending business gained 
in importance again . While the lending volume of German banks 
accounted for just under 51 percent of the balance sheet total six 
years ago, by the end of 2018, the share had risen to 55 percent . 
This shift was not observed in the UK & Ireland .

 .

 

 

Figure 3: Share of loan volume in balance sheet total 

2013 2018

Benelux 69.6%
62.7%

EE & Others 67.2%
62.8%

Germany 55.0%
50.9%

Italy 70.0%
64.3%

Nordics 66.2%
61.9%

ES & PT 63.4%
62.9%

France 48.5%
47.9%

UK & IE 47.8%
48.6%

Europe
55.9%

53.3%

AT & CH 48.7%
41.8%
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The growth trend of the Italian banks and the institutions in the 
Nordics region was partly due to a clear shift towards the lending 
business . In contrast, the strong balance sheet growth in France 
and Spain & Portugal resulted in only a marginal increase in the 
share of total lending in the balance sheet total .

Except for the UK & Ireland, the general shift towards the lending 
business is spreading throughout Europe’s banking industry . In 
particular, the Nordics, Italy, and the Benelux countries have 

further increased their already high share of credit volume in the 
balance sheet and reached 64-70 percent in 2018 .

3 Vgl . EBA: Basel III reforms: Impact study and key recommendations .
4 Vgl . BearingPoint: Basel IV – A glance at the new credit risk implications and possible actions to be taken .
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In recent years, the common equity tier 1 ratio (CET1 ratio) of 
European banks rose from 11 .9 percent in 2013 to 14 .3 percent at 
the end of 2017 . The increase in the equity ratio by the European 
institutions is primarily attributable to the implementation of 
Basel III requirements .

In 2018, however, the CET1 ratio fell slightly for the first time 
since 2013 . The slight decline in CET1 is also attributable to an 
average increase in risk-weighted assets (RWAs) of 0 .5 percent . In 
particular, RWAs rose by more than 3 percent in Germany, Austria 
& Switzerland, and France between 2017 and 2018 .

With the Basel IV reform package coming into force 2022,  
capital adequacy requirements will continue to change the way 
many banks view risk . German banks in particular, are facing a 
more significant burden due to additional equity deposits . For 
example, the European Banking Authority (EBA), in its recently 
published “Impact Study”, expects an average increase in RWAs of  
24 .5 percent in the course of the Basel IV reforms3 . The expansion 
of the RWA-poor credit volume and the withdrawal from the 
strong RWA-binding trading and securities business will not 
be sufficient to withstand future capital requirements . Further 
measures, such as balance sheet and RWA optimization, must be 
identified in the short term4 .

Equity ratio declines for the first time

Figure 4: Development of the common equity tier 1 ratio

5

1. Trading and securities business is replaced  
by lending business

2. Risk-weighted assets rise agian

3. Equity ratio declines 



Expectations of an impending economic downturn further 
exacerbate the situation . Numerous banks now charge negative 
interest rates, particulary on corporate finance . For the first time in 
the last ten years, the Federal Reserve was forced to lower its key 
interest rate again in mid-2019 . The ECB, too, currently considers 
a further easing of monetary policy to be necessary in order to 
provide an impetus for the European economy . An improvement 
for the already low-interest margin5 is not in sight . 

In 2018, the interest margin of European banks will remain low at 
an average of 1 .15 percent . Isolated improvements in the regions 
indicate a greater appetite for risk due to the increased share of 
RWAs in the balance sheet total . In Germany, on the other hand, 
the already low-interest margin continues to decline despite banks’ 
increasing risk appetite .

5 The interest margin corresponds to the quotient of aggregated net interest income and the aggregated balance sheet totals at the reporting date (year-end) .

Still no improvement in interest margin in sight

Figure 5: Net interest margin       Figure 6: Share of RWAs in balance sheet total
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To continue to generate profits in the challenging interest rate 
environment, banks have expanded their commission-based 
business over the past six years . Aggregate net commission 
income has risen by 3 .7 percent since 2013 . The commission 
margin6 also shows trends towards an expansion of the 
commission business . However, only small (tier 3) and medium-
sized (tier 2) institutions are recording real success here, increasing 
their net commission income by 16 .2 and 16 .9 percent . The 
success of the small, mostly specialized banks in the commission 
business speaks of the demand of customers for tailor-made and 
qualitative services . The attempts of the large (tier 1) banks to 
digitalize their services on a selective basis have so far shown little 
success . The advantages of medium-sized and small banks have 
become clear . Due to the lower complexity, it is easier for them to 
follow the digital trends in the commission business and to push 
ahead with integrated digital services .

 
Figure 7: Change in net commission income from 2013 to 2018

 
Figure 8: Net commission margin by tiers in 2018

A European comparison clearly shows that, with an overall 
stagnating commission margin of 0 .4 percent, Germany can no 
longer withstand foreign competition . The increases in margins 
in Italy, Spain & Portugal, and the Nordic countries confirm the 
European trend of partially offsetting declining interest income 
through the commission business . However, the initiatives 
launched to date do not have a significant impact . 

 

 

Figure 9: Net commission margin

6 The commission margin corresponds to the quotient of aggregated net commission income and the aggregated balance sheet totals on the reporting date (year-end) .

Insufficient effort to increase commission fees
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1. Missing interest income is not fully absorbed by  
commission income

2. Only UK & IE show a decline in commission margin

3. Germany can no longer withstand European  
competition in the commission business.



 

 

Figure 10: Change in administrative expenses from 2013 to 2018

The difficult earnings situation is putting banks under increasing 
cost pressure . Increasing regulatory requirements such as the 
mandatory introduction of BCBS239, the continuation of CoRep 
and FinRep, MREL and TLAC, and the prospect for Basel IV will 
continue to burden administrative expenses 7,8 .

An effective and proactive response by European banks to this 
environment has so far failed to materialize . While administrative 
expenses were also reduced in the UK & Ireland and Germany as a 
result of the decline in business volumes, the banks in the Benelux 
countries were unable to improve their costs .

Only Austria & Switzerland showed a positive picture . They were 
able to reduce IT and material costs by 20 percent . At the same 
time, the balance sheet shrank by only 1 percent, which indicates 
that there was no need to abandon unprofitable lines of business 
and corresponding infrastructure across the board . The particularly 
efficient Nordic banks were able to keep their administrative 
expenses under control despite increasing business volumes .

The massive expansion of the lending business in Spain & 
Portugal, France, and Italy was also accompanied by a significant 
increase in IT and material costs . However, the banks did not 
succeed in increasing their cost-efficiency .

A drop in the ocean – the costs of European banks 
remain too high

7 Administrative expenses are the sum of Personnel and IT and Material costs .
8 Cf . BearingPoint Study: Counting and Cutting the cost of compliance?
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9 The operating result here corresponds to net income after deduction of administrative expenses .
10 Source: Harmonised Indices of Consumer Price (HCIP) – European Union (28 countries) by Eurostat .

The reduction in the trading and securities business and the 
low-interest-rate environment have left the financial industry little 
scope to improve the profitability of its core business despite good 
economic times .

The aggregated operating result9 of the European banks has risen 
by only 1 .4 percent in nominal terms since 2013 and suggests a 
real decline in the earnings contribution from the core business 
compared with a cumulative inflation rate of 6 percent10 in the 
same period .

In particular, the declining result from the trading and securities 
business and the effects of the first-time application of the IFRS 9 
fair value method had a negative impact on the results of the 
banks . In some regions, the previous efforts to increase net interest 
income and net commission income partly compensated for these 
declines in earnings but did not sustainably improve the operating 
result . The savings in material, IT, and personnel costs also had 
only a marginal effect .

However, this picture does not extend to all European banking 
regions . Spain & Portugal but also the Benelux countries and 
Austria & Switzerland succeeded in significantly increasing their 
operating results since 2013 .

With a cost-income ratio (CIR) of 46 .7 percent and a high 
proportion of lending volume in their balance sheets, the Spanish 
and Portuguese banks, which are already profitable, have focused 
in recent years on significantly expanding their business volume . 
On the other hand, the Benelux countries are still busy reducing 
their trading and securities portfolios, which has enabled the 
Benelux banks to increase their aggregated operating result by  
16 percent since 2013 .

Measures to increase operating results cannot 
compensate for inflation

Figure 11: Change in operating result from 2013 to 2018 in %

Figure 12: Change in operating result from 2013 to 2018 by region
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Another picture emerges in Austria & Switzerland . Against the 
background of a very high cost-income ratio of 70 .1 percent, the 
banks in this region chose to improve their results through cost-
cutting measures . Although they have succeeded in improving 
their aggregated operating result by 21 .2 percent since 2013, they 
are still among the most unprofitable European banking regions 
measured by CIR . Only the German banks have a higher CIR of 
74 .6 percent . The 28 percent decline in aggregated operating 
results since 2013 is also symbolic of the weak profitability and 
efficiency of German banks . In Germany, the reduction in the 
trading and securities business is having an impact . Unlike the 
Austrian and Swiss banks, however, the German banks failed to 
reduce their expenses to the same extent .

 

Figure 13: Cost/income ratio of the regions

However, not all regions are affected by the industry’s profitability 
and efficiency problems . With an improvement in earnings,  
banks in the Nordics succeeded in further reducing their CIR to  
46 percent in 2018 . The Nordic banks are far ahead of the 
European average thanks to their efficient structures .

The aggregated CIR for European banks in 2018 was  
58 .9 percent, illustrating the structural weaknesses of the sector, 
which is characterized by inherited burdens . In this weak earnings 
environment, more than half of all banks have a CIR above  
55 percent, suggesting the long-overdue modernization measures 
have not yet been tackled consistently or borne visible fruit .

 
 
Figure 14: Share of banks in CIR classes
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1. Measures to improve operating results are not sufficient 
to offset inflation

2. Cost-income ratio of 58.9 percent still reflects  
inefficiencies

3. German banks in particular are suffering with an  
average CIR of 74.6 percent.



An analysis of the non-performing loans (NPL) development of 
European banks over the last 15 years shows a massive increase in 
the NPL ratio as a result of the banking and financial crisis (2007-

2009) . The banks were able to recover through the successive 
reduction of toxic loans, and the NPL ratio declined . Today, the 
NPL ratio is roughly back to pre-crisis levels .

The share of NPLs in bank portfolios came into the focus of 
supervisory authorities as a result of the banking and financial 
crisis . The definition of non-performing loans and their 
transparency obligations for banks were concretized and tightened 
by the EBA .

With the decline in NPLs, Europe’s banks have also steadily 
reduced their loan loss provisions, which were built up enormously 
after the crisis . In 2014, the aggregate NPL ratio began to fall for 
the first time, reflecting the visible recovery in credit quality . The 
recovery was also accompanied by the unwinding of loan loss 
provisions . Thus, from 2013 to 2018, approximately 63 percent of 
loan loss provisions were reduced . In the same period, profit before 
tax rose by 136 percent . Thus, pre-tax profit was increased mainly 
at the expense of risk provisioning . Whether the corresponding 
economic credit quality has also improved to this extent must 
be questioned . With the introduction of IFRS 9 and its first-time 
application, the measurement of the need for risk provisioning 
was redefined . The introduction of the expected loss impairment 
model leads to a significant increase in the required provision 

for possible loan losses compared with the previous incurred loss 
model under IAS 3911 .

 

Figure 16: Change in profit before tax from 2013 to 2018 (in % of 
profit before tax 2013)

Smoothing of results at the expense  
of risk provisioning

Figure 15: Development of NPL ratio in %

11 Cf . EBA Report – First Observations on the impact and implementation of IFRS 9 by EU institutions .
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A worldwide economic boom has marked the past few years . 
Although Europe’s economic power has grown by 17 percent since 
2013, the banks became disoriented or even paralyzed . In these 
favorable economic conditions, banks were able to avoid serious 
crises despite their problems and apparent inability to act . While 
an economic slowdown is already taking place, its strength and 
character are somewhat uncertain .  

What is certain, however, is that the banks will have to be much 
more proactive in coping with the difficult times ahead than 
they have been so far . BearingPoint has simulated two possible 
scenarios for the further development of the European banking 
sector to understand better the increasing challenges facing banks 
and to develop holistic solutions .

After a long period of economic recovery, the current outlook 
suggests that the economy is starting to cool down . Falling sales 
and orders, coupled with rising geopolitical uncertainties, point 
to loans not being serviced adequately . As a result, it is expected 
that the NPL ratio will rise again and burden the balance sheets of 
banks .

In the difficult German banking market, a rising NPL ratio 
could already be observed in 2017 for the first time since 
2009 . A concomitant increase in risk provisioning, therefore, 
seems unavoidable . It is still unclear to what extent the market 
environment will affect risk provisioning and how banks will 
counter this development .

If the banks remain inactive, the pressure on 
profitability will increase further

• A severe economic slowdown leads to failing demand for credit 
and high levels of defauls

• The development of risk provisioning devours results and requires 
the intervention of bank rescue funds

• The implementation of rigid savings programs does not bring the 
desired success

• Not all restructuring plans pay off and mergers and liquidations 
occur

Deeply Trapped

A strong economic slowdown results in considerable defaults, 
and there is also a slump in demand for loans, which 
significantly reduces the contribution to earnings made by the 
lending business . Increased credit risk leads to a considerable 
increase in risk provisions, which will rise by 60 percent 
compared to 2018 . The additional need for equity capital 
associated with this will require the intervention of bank rescue 
funds . At the same time, balance sheet adjustments will not 
be implemented quickly enough . The economic slowdown will 
also impact the commission business and cause earnings in 
the segment to decline significantly . The initiatives already 
launched to expand digital services and products are not 
sufficient to withstand the pressure from competitors and 
regulators . The implementation of rigid savings programs does 
not bring the desired success . Due to the increasing demand 
for qualified employees and cost-intensive social programs, 
the banks do not manage to reduce personnel expenses 
significantly . Due to the implementation of the new regulatory 
requirements and deferred modernization measures, IT and 
material costs continue to rise and cannot be offset by the 
amortization effects of efficiency enhancement measures 
that have already been implemented . Ultimately, not all 
restructuring plans are successful and necessary mergers or 
isolated settlements occur .  
 

Further Stagnation

The low-interest-rate environment and the economic slowdown 
continue to weigh on banks’ lending business . Also, increasing 
competition from new digital providers is hampering a 
sustained increase in profitability in the credit and interest rate 
environment .

Increasing credit risk is forcing banks to build up their loan loss 
provisions, which should increase by 40 percent compared to 
2018 . The rising need for equity capital devours a large part of 
the surpluses and diminishes investor interest . Without the sale 
of individual lines of business, they cannot cover the capital 
requirements .

At the same time, the current and forthcoming regulations of 
the supervisory authorities (PSD II and MiFID III) pose further 
challenges to the profitability of the commission business of 
banks . Supported by the already initiated expansion of the 
digital service offering, the banks will be able to reduce the 
pressure of the regulations and the increasing competition to a 
large extent .

The banks are countering the pressure on earnings with 
savings programs . By replacing old contracts and withdrawing 
from weak business fields, personnel expenses will be reduced 
slightly . The forthcoming implementation of further regulatory 
requirements will make it highly unlikely to reduce IT and 
material costs . However, the first amortizations of efficiency 
enhancement measures that have already been implemented 
are occurring selectively and are avoiding an excessive increase 
in IT and material costs .

• The continuing low-interest-rate environment and the  
economic slowdown are weighing on the lending business .

• Increased credit risk leads to increased risk provisioning and 
declining investor interest

• The banks are facing further challenges due to upcoming  
regulations

• Business can be continued by implementing cost-cutting  
programs12



The results of the simulation are gloomy for the European banking 
market . Although it is not possible to say with certainty which of 
the scenarios will occur, a middle course with a combination of 
elements of the two scenarios is likely . If banks remain paralyzed, 
return on equity (RoE) will drop into a range between 4 .2 and  
6 .4 percent and thus fall far short of shareholders’ expectations . 
The average RoE of the German banks, which are particularly hard 
hit, will even dip below 0 percent . The consequences for European 
banks would be enormous . Caught in a downward spiral, the banks 
will not be able to cover their capital requirements on the free 
market under the current conditions . Burdened by the resulting 
fines, it will not be possible to finance measures for a long-overdue 
turnaround .

Figure 17: Return on equity forecast

Despite the imminent economic uncertainty, the profitability and 
efficiency of European banks have yet to be strengthened . The 
declining earnings and simultaneously increasing cost pressure 
could lead to an explosion of the already high average cost-
income ratio of up to 65 percent . In Germany, the CIR could rise to 
83 percent and thus devour a large part of the income . 

 

Figure 18: Cost-income ratio forecast

Banks must reduce administrative expenses by 6 .7 percent across 
Europe to prepare for the imminent threats and given the current 
earnings situation . In the particularly unprofitable and inefficient 
markets of Germany and Austria & Switzerland, cost reductions 
of 26 percent and 21 percent respectively are required to avoid 
restructuring and liquidation scenarios .

2018 Deeply TrappedFurther Stagnation
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After a long period of economic upswing, a phase of economic 
slowdown is imminent . Despite the favorable starting position, 
the majority of European banks have not used the time to align 
their business model sustainably with the future . Isolated selective 
initiatives to expand digital services and automate individual 
process steps have not yet provoked the necessary impact . Even 
isolated cost-cutting measures have so far only led to a shift in 
expenditure and have not generated any sustainable added value .

The success stories make it clear that a holistic efficiency strategy 
is necessary in order to position a bank competitively in the long 
term . In the course of this, banks must not only continue to push 
for cost optimization but also take initiatives to increase earnings 
into account .

In order to generate sustainable increases in earnings, customer 
management must be considered in addition to service 

and product innovation . The dominant development of the 
Digitalization has drastically changed the relationship between 
banks and their customers . How customers make contact, buy 
products, respond, share and even create has changed . Disruptive, 
digital customer experiences are an opportunity for new entrants 
and a challenge for established players . Successful banks know the 
needs and preferences of their customers . They are able to meet 
their customers’ expectations for continuous improvement and 
innovation, for meaningful and contextual experiences, and for 
simplicity and speed . These successful banks not only know how 
to create compelling digital experiences but also how to rethink 
their business models, sales, operations and customer relationship 
management to prevent customers from drifting away to the 
competition . They are able to offer more than the actual products 
and to develop complementary services in order to exploit the 
potential of the platform economy .

An end-to-end perspective is required to leverage 
potential
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Accordingly, in addition to the development of new products, a 
fundamental streamlining of the product portfolio against the 
background of the earnings perspective should also be strived for . 
In order to optimize costs, solutions for these challenges must 
be identified along the entire value chain of the organization . 
Through the methodology of end-to-end optimization of core 
processes, banks can ensure the dynamic, sustainable and timely 
implementation of their business plans . In addition to the core 
processes, the processes in the supporting corporate divisions must 
be optimized using a holistic approach .

The implementation of improvements with the help of 
appropriate tools, methods, and approaches is the focus here . 
In order to achieve this, the projects must support a change 
management framework to empower employees with new tools 
and agile methods to drive innovation and optimization and 
proactively support the change of the business model . This is the 
only way to develop a clear vision of the future for the bank of 
tomorrow and to implement it successfully and sustainably .
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About BearingPoint

BearingPoint is an independent management and technology consultancy with European 
roots and a global reach . The company operates in three business units: The first unit 
covers the advisory business with a clear focus on five key areas to drive growth across all 
regions . The second unit provides IP-driven managed services beyond SaaS and offers 
business critical services to its clients supporting their business success . The third unit 
provides the software for successful digital transformation and regulatory requirements . 
It is also designed to explore innovative business models with clients and partners 
by driving the financing and development of start-ups and leveraging ecosystems . 
BearingPoint’s clients include many of the world’s leading companies and organizations . 
The firm has a global consulting network with more than 10,000 people and supports 
clients in over 75 countries, engaging with them to achieve measurable and sustainable 
success . 

For more information, please visit: www .bearingpoint .com
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